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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience 

in your institution.1,105 responses 

Its nice  

Canteen should be improved  

It is all perfect  

To be free with every student 
To make every student free 
Nothing more  

*will be helpful for students if there isn't constant change of lecturers. 
* I like how feedback is given to students about the paper once we are done with our exams   

Career guidance needed   

More student teachers interaction   

The teachers can use new learning management tools to make online classes more interesting. 
It would be good if MA English students can do an internship in institutions or companies employing 
literature based students. 
Students should be provided information regarding any administrative issues in proper time, not when 
the students ask and they are put in a spot.  

Wash room to be cleaned   

Everything is fair & good enough  

1. The institution can inculcate more guest lectures and educational trips for different cluster subjects in 
order to facilitate better understanding. 
2. The library can maintain an online portal accessible to all students and daily newspaper and other 
such interesting and important updates can be posted to ensure better general knowledge among 
students.  
3. Many technical courses can be introduced which can be optional and will help students later in their 
work life. Courses such as Coding, Python etc. can be included.   

Excellent   

A place where learning is fun   

Media lab was great  

More activities could be conducted during classes which would help the students understand the 
subjects better. Mock tests could be conducted and the results could be discussed in classes.   

Practical exposure 
Good faculty for journalism 
Practical part of psychology could be improved  

Teachers should teach us with exam point view of you.... providing whole Material and matter ... 
explaining the inner and outer concept ...They should try to make the class interesting rather than 
monotonous with low pitch voice.... They should connect us with morally and should guide us for our 
future plans not just syllabus . If it's online teaching they should use ppt format to explain things clearly. 
They should make us to imagine and explore about the topics . And most importantly exams must be 
connected alternatively not continuously with out gap...this makes us suffer physically, mentally and 
emotionally.   

Every thing is perfect nothing to improve.   



-Can be more proactive with the technology, and updating the syllabi. 
-Could focus more on Internships. 
-Could give subjects a more practical approach with better and updated real-life examples.  

1: more field visits 
2: usage of LED boards  
Would be more helpful  

Everything is fine...  

It would be better if teachers use ICT tools like LCD projector, multimedia etc to improve the overall 
teaching .  

I feel like there is a need of improvement in providing the services to students especially regarding the 
office staff. Basically, should improve the hospitality!!  

Good, effective, understandable  

You have better services 
And little freedom  

Institution must prepare the students for competitive exams.  

1. Needs enough staff to teach all the cluster subjects. 
2. The chairs in the classroom are really old and uncomfortable to sit. 
3. The canteen's food is not at all good  

Had problem with journalism teaching staff as there are no particular or permanent teacher.  

1. Thorough revision  
2. In depth analysis of topics  
3. Help with decisions involved around life and career   

Wash room needs to be more clean and newspaper in the washrooms   

Needs improvement in teaching and learning  

Excellent  

Good  

Good  

Everything is good   

I do not have any observations or suggestions.   

Everything is perfect   

Teaching of the lecture was always excellent.  

good  

Give more assignments which Different for each individual  

No suggestions  

Can be more lively during explanation 
Need to complete syllabus properly  

Everything is good  

No need to improve ... The present situation is well...   

Perfect   



I felt great learning in the institution  

Giving perfect information on our unknown topics, usually initiating quizzes, asking us to explain topics  

Mentoring should me improved  

Nothing to improve its all well with their teaching skills  

1.Excellent Infrastructure 
2.Effective communication skills 
3.Friendly Management  

Case study should be implemented  

Syllabus should be covered before time and teachers should discuss all the previous papers before 
examination period... 
Practical should be explained even more practically...  

Use of smart broad  

Consistency, Practical education and Supportive approach   

1.illustrate with more examples  
2. individual communication with the student  
3. Encouragement  

1. They should understand the emotional state of the students or the condition of their family members. 
They also think about assignments and exams and don't even give fair marks to students who don't 
write well because of mental depression 
2. Not only about studies , but they can also think about students and know whether they have a 
problem to come to college or exams. 
3.They can help students who are suffering seriously with economical depression. Atleast then can 
reduce the fees or give them time to pay. 
4. They should complete the syllabus on time and otherwise the students are getting stress to study all 
at a time.  

Better Placements for the students  

All good   

1) More field work oriented teaching with real life applications, especially in sciences 
2) publishing articles and research papers would be helpful in the form of semester assignments 
3) conducting conferences so that students can learn and avail the scope to participate actively.  

Everything is good...  

Everything is ok  

Nothing. Everything is well and good  

We want more physical classes than virtual we know this is due to the pandemic but i think physical 
classes help us more than virtual  

Using more ICT tools.  
More discussion answer sheets or assignment and about what went wrong.   

Have to reduce online classes because student’s concentration on studies diverting and decreasing  

*Everything is fine 
*It's a bit difficult to listen online classes 
*Teaching-learning experience is good  

Best faculty  
Needs to improve the cultural activities  
Canteen should be imrpover   



Good learning experience in this institution  

1) Great learning experience. 
2) the club and association are of great help for personal development. 
3) kindly give a permanent class for students  

College management has to react and respond for the points given in the suggestion box.  

1. To practice spaced teaching.  
2. To pay attention for less communicative students.  
3. To identify shortcomings and to help overcome them.   

Conducting interesting activities, Using Projectors while teaching and taking on trips and field visits like 
other our seniors and super seniors!!! (Also, throwing a unofficial farewell for the epjs as well :( )  

Allow phones, it's high time. 
More experimental and experiential learning 
Please provide proper journalism faculty and also all clusters should be made available  

Individual interaction 
Time management of syllabus 
Provision of proper notes   

1. Improve lab session for students to do well for there exams  

No suggestions   

Little bit maintain slow while teaching  

Good  

Class with less strength will improve the learning-teaching experience as the people at the end can 
hear u properly by sitting comfortably   

Everything is good  

No improvements...all are good   

Teachers should be more interact with students   

In time complete a syllabus  

I don't have any suggestions.  

1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2)Try to reach every student and ask 
for their doubts. 3)Encourage Social Learning.  

1) Giving explanation by using projected would be great .so, that we can understand and learn the 
concept easily .  

Effectiveness should increase. 
Encourage students and their talents but discouraging them is not fare. 
Sports and games activities should conduct for all students.   

I Think Teacher's should strictly ask students to give seminars at the 1st year onwards in every group. 
But not at the final years for better improvement to overcome stage fear effectively..... THANK YOU  

Canteen improvement  

Communication with all the students in the class  

Everything is well and good  

Excellent teaching 
Giving motivation to all the students  



They need to encourage the students  
They need to communicate in English   

Every teacher should teach the classes in perfect English language  

By group discussion 
By using technology like explaining concept with video 
Digital classroom  

Illustrate the concepts through live examples  

The teaching is good 
Needs to be more improved in extracurricular activities whether in inside or outside of the instruction 
Student’s participation should be improved more in the best activities  

Physics lab equipment’s need to be replaced with new one  

Smart learning through 3D models in smart board.  
Assignment performance should be discussed.  
Performance of the student should be recorded in small test.   

Need improve teaching skills  

No suggestions are required teaching is very excellent with well-educated teachers  

1.Friendly communication between faculty and students with relevant to subject  

perfect teaching continues the same way of teaching with juniors  

Online classes are not as same as the offline so there are fluctuations in the quality of communication 
between the faculty and the students. Best part is our senior faculty members are trying hard to catch 
up with the technology which shows their dedication. But in my opinion, I can only suggest something if 
online classes turn to offline which might not be possible soon.  
Thank you!  

No placement in our college ...  

Communication with students  

Better teaching  

There should be more usage of ICT tools 
Field visits should be more often  

Everything is good there is no change in studies . But students need some more help  

No suggestions  

1. Encourage students in all situations 
2. Try to help the students to fulfill their achievements. 
3. Teach the lessons practically.  

Good  

1. More field trips  
2. Activity based learning   

Everything is fine and good   

1. Student's have some weaknesses which teacher's need to understand and help them overcome. 
2.There should be classes such for communication improvement, confidence building, public speaking. 
3.The external evaluation should be good enough.  

I had very good experience throughout my college life  

They are teaching very well  



Everything is well and good.  

Need to improve  

I like the teaching of this college it's all systematically. Also, I am happy about the opportunity that is 
provided here through which we come to know many things.  

This institution has excellent infrastructure 
This has amazing learning process  
Only this is then. Need to experience some practicality top. Along with these  

I have been enjoying studying in this institution and I am really thankful to all my lecturers because of 
this corona we could not meet this year  

None  

Effective teaching, better interactive environment  

Well! Everything was good in our college. We are still Learning all the skills. Because of covid everyone 
got disturbed and online classes are good n bore too. In my opinion 
1.we BA EEP,EPJ,EPO students don't even have any field visits. We want to visit historical places 
because it will be so useful for us and fun, going after college is good but going with friends n faculty 
will be extra fun and knowledgeable. 
 
2.teachers communicating with all the students in class will be good. Helping them to solve 
problems,(Physically and mentally) because a good guru can change mindset of Students into good 
thoughts. 

Everything was good and I loved it      .  

The process of teaching is fair enough and satisfactory .   

1. Not all, but some teachers could try to listen to the queries of the students instead of assuming no 
one has any queries   

We want study materials for the subjects  

Give assignments  

Could use more examples, can help in making us understand concepts easily  

Support more on co-curricular activities. 
Give chance to all the students. 
Improve communication to the students who feels to scare to share their feelings .  

1. Discuss about students’ performance in assignments or works assigned to them 
2. Interact with the students who are not studying and performing well  

Teacher are so good 
Good and effective communication 
Excellent teaching  

To encourage us with internships, field trip etc may help us.   

Offline mode has ni suggestions. But we are facing some difficulties with online mode like network 
issues, voice can't be audible sometimes...Thank you.  

The college helped me grow as a person,   

Have to check Network While teaching online classes rather than that no problem is there  

1. Some of the students do not feel comfortable to ask the faculty about their doubts. So it would be 
better if the faculty help them to feel free to ask their doubts.  
2. The students who are dull or inactive has to be taken care of.  
3. Why do students fail? It is because they aren't learning properly. Please make sure that each of the 
student in a class is able to get good marks. It will be possible only when the faculty take care of teach  



and help those students in improving in their students by helping them to understand the concepts 
thoroughly.  
Thank You SJC!  

1. More practical knowledge must be inculcated. 
2. Usage of the subject in real life must be told. 
3. None  

1) Explaining with relevant examples 
2) Periodic small tests to reduce burden at end 
3) no more  

Digital teaching in college 
More interactive sessions 
Coaching classes for UPSV  

Good  

1) The concepts should be explained in a more practical manner by taking real world examples. 
2) Field trips and visits should become a part of the academics. 
3) Concepts can be explained through Videos which are interesting and knowledgeable.  

making learning lively  

It can be still good  

Everything is going great in the college.   

Everything is fine regarding teaching.  

Make course expectations clear and based on learning outcomes.  

1. More use of multimedia and LCD projector 
2. Student exchange and field visit should be done  
3. Conduct fun activities for learning   

I WOULD LOVE TO SEE TEACHER GIVING PROPER NOTES  

Giving more notes  

1.Outdoor teaching 
2.more use of technology  

1. Library books about more competitive related exams 
2. Improve infrastructure facilities 
3. Extra co - curricular activities related to outdoor games  

use a variety of assessments to engage and motivate   

1.Provide more ICT tools. 
2. Give educational field trips for better understanding.  
3. Conduct more subjective games that can help students to involve in interested areas.  

Industrial visits 
Use of more ICT tools   

Excellent staff no need any modifications  

They should be practical examples and teaching   

Provide notes.  

Teachers must be even more effective towards students.  

Need industrial visit  



More internship opportunities should be given 
Syllabus should be reduced  
More projects works should  given so that we will have a practical knowledge  

1) kindly use lcd screens and projectors for teaching. 
2) Kindly teachers should know the strengths and weaknesses of students and support them 
academically and mentally. 
3) should make the teaching process effective and qualitative.  

All is good  

Encourage students even if they are not topper of class, more sports activities should be conducted   

1. Environmental friendly 
2. The facilities are good 
3. Students actives help to improve skills  

To try to reach every and ask for their doubts   

Give examples while teaching, activities in the class, both side communication   

All students are challenged to achieve high expectations, and all students receive the support 
necessary to meet those expectations.  

Nothing is there to be improved..... Everything is perfect in our college  

Better to start classes in college as early as possible.... 
We all need offline classes.... 
We are not able to understand through the online classes.. 
Please consider this  

They should conduct online exams rather than offline exams.   

Need more practical experience like visits.  

1.the surrounding of the college is very good  
2. college learning and education is up to the mark  
3. college is working with a smooth flow  

Internal makes should be communicated before the students sit to ESE  

Good   

Increasing use of ICT tools, field visit opportunity must be planned and providing with notes and 
materials.   

Industrial visit, practical learning should be increased for better understanding and performance  

Need more industrial visists 
Need more assignments   

Improve teaching skills 
Want encourage students 
Communicate more with the students  

Good  

More practical preaching 
Industrial visits  

Friendly teachers , should inform the assignment before the time   

Provide a subject related materials so the students can know that syllabus very well  

Good teaching  



We want offline classes   

1) Encourage Interactive learning among students 
2) Arrange more doubt solving sessions  
3) Explain concepts with more practical and relevant examples  

Overall it is good   

1)practical learning 
2) use of visual media 
3) encourage to perform curricular activities  

Experiential learning must be more available along with field visits and practical learning. 
More time for participating in extra curricular activities. And, industrial tours would help us gain lot of 
experiences.   

1:Mam will motive me to learn in class in easy manner. 
2:she was teach in good manner. 
3: she was take care for us .she always support me lot. 
   

Give association less 
Give a proper note to the students 
Teacher's understanding the situation of students in nice  
Thanking you for giving a valuable education for me   

More usage of labs 
Field trips for the management students   

1. Proper utilization of ICT tools is to improved mostly for management students.  
2.Facilities to management students should be improved like Digital class, industrial visits etc 
3.There is no placements for management students, this is very big draw back of this college.   

Very good  

Notes should be given during the classes after each module.  

Every good teaching             

Digital explanations  

Encourage active and practical learning  

1)There should be more use of ICT tools. 
2)They should focus more on students weaknesses. 
3) Weekly tests so the students can easily memorize and recover what they have learned.  

1.Concepts with practical examples  
should be taken 
2.need to keep the classes for doubts 
3.digital classes should be keep  

If explanation is little more simpler form it could be better.  

1. Better to use projectors while explaining  
2. Student seminars 
3 peer teaching   

Using modern facilities will be more interactive  

They can teach very well and supported everyone  

Mentoring must be done regularly.  
Strengths and weaknesses of the student must be discussed privately with her.  



It would be good if teachers can give an overview about their teaching methodology in the early 
sessions.  

Need to innovative in learning   

1. Overall teaching is good ! Satisfied   

Teacher are very good at interaction 
We have so many opportunities for grow and learn  
We get advise from them  

Satisfactory teaching  

As, now a days teaching is done online. The following are my suggestions/observation 
1. All teachers to present a ppt and explain (some lectures use ppt but not all the time) 
2. I've observed that I cannot concentrate in class as no one switch's on the camera. It would be better 
if it is made compulsory to switch on camera(if so ,then I can wake up early, get ready and sit properly 
and focus on the class)  

Very well education with lots of ethical values   

Better placements  

Experienced and relevant faculty for MHRM is a necessity 
Improved relations with organizational practitioners for industrial exposure through a liaison.  
Active Intervention of management for enhancing PG inclusiveness in the college.  

Communication   

Need practical classes, digital teaching, revision  

Good  

Voice must be clear and loud  

The faculty are so good and I have learnt many thing from the college.  

1.Recorded classes are better than online classes.  
2. Revision is required after every unit 
3. Doubt sessions separate class need to maintained.   

Teachers should provide notes of important topics.   

1.Explaining in English but please explain sometimes in Telugu Also. 
2.Make the importance to write in note. 
3.And everything good. But I'm getting doubt bit i can't solve my problem.  

Giving extra care for the weak students, try to be free with the students that they feel free to 
communicate.  

All good  

Have to provide materials , improve digital teaching   

I don't have any suggestion  

The teacher are very good in teaching and overall explanation is good  

Teacher must give some important question....during exam times...  

Overall it's going good  

Try to speak with every students in English.  

To have More field visits   



While teaching the lessons if mam will use the projectors it will be more interesting than theory classes.  

Good  

No suggestions  

partiality shouldn't be shown when it comes to grade   

There is nothing to suggest.  

Encouragement, acknowledgement of further opportunities  

*we need some basic notes.  

Should improve   

Teachers should be more friendly.   

No particular suggestions.   

Better internal verification   

More extra curricular activities  

Over all the teaching is fairly good.  

Better be often  

Improving explanation skills (chemistry)  
Teaching students in an interesting way 
Engage students in creative learning 

 

The teachers were teaching good 
Should cover all the topic  
Should gives notes  

Infrastructure, patience, submissiveness   

Internal evaluation can be better  

Books are not available according to the syllabus (chemistry zoology) 
Should refer more than a book, even that doesn't help us   

There is no any suggestion to give everything is good enough  

Regular feedback. 
Interactive with students. 
Focus on slow learner .  

Good  

Good 
Very good teaching  
Teaching in two way interaction  

Notes can be provided hand to hand when the topic is explained.  

I am satisfied with my learning experience.  
Thankyou!  

Need progress in teaching  

Online classes should be improved   



Excellent  

1 students should be help to get access to institutions or organizations when it comes to internship. 
2 Career counseling should be given to students  
3 Nil  

More use of technologies, more no. Of activities,   

Interactive sessions  

Motivational classes,extra curricular activities, cultural activities  

Have to use more of LED projectors for better understanding 
Usage of more examples 
Conduct more subject related activities   

Good  

To provide books themselves  

Overall is good   

Very well  

All are good, no suggestions  

Good  

More use of illustrations for teaching. 
Assignments and tasks regularly . 
Field trips  

In the era of online classes, most teachers are downloading ppts off the internet and just reading out 
loud from them. I would like for the classes to be more interactive 
We do not get any practical assignments. I would like to get practical assignments instead of just 
listening to the theory classes. 

 

Management can provide books in time   

1. How internal marks are assessed and where the students go wrong, should be discussed.   

Some teachers got to be updated like eden ma'am in this digital era. It'd be helpful if she chose to 
respond in the group rather than to texts personally. We cannot understand her teaching. She has a 
kind of accent that is pretentious. She said she would conduct mid exam but when the day came she 

made us fools      we asked sudha ma'am to conduct us then she talked to hod of ict. Finally we wrote 

our mid. Eden ma'am conducted mid twice for some students as they got below 10marks out of 20 . 
You can see how she teaches us!!! She said html is a case sensitive language. But it is otherwise 

mostly she is ineffective to be brutally honest. She is not accountable       

1. Internship opportunities 
2. Field surveys 
3. Use of technology (it would have been better if we had online exams with classes as it is difficult for 
hostlers to come and right exam in certain conditions (Covid).)  

We should focus on our subject. 
Learn to understand concepts. 
Experience the subject with our daily life.  

Teachers should speak to every student 
Don't stress the students  

Actually they are good in teachings  



Everything is awesome, thank you  

Teachers must complete the syllabus  
Must discuss modal question papers  
And must respond to queries instead of seenzoning    

1) Industrial visits atleast/once twice in a semester.  

Institution must take care in promoting internships and job opportunities  

No suggestions   

Everything is good  

1.Encourage active and practical learning 
2.Make course expectations clear and based on learning outcomes 
3.Provide for meaningful teacher-student interactions  

Giving notes  

The mentor should talk with students in particular day about their weakness.  

1. More discussions of the related topics taught in the class. 
2.Guidance of the faculty to the students regarding the career oppurtunities. 
3.More interpersonal relationship between teacher and student.  

Good communications with students  

Better communication. 
Facilities. 
Canteen .  

Teaching by giving more examples would be more effective  

I'm satisfied with my learning experience  

Notes  

Good  

Making note make ,concern for less communicative students, encourage students to ask questions  

Everything is good   

Better way of conducting examination  

Much more opportunities like campus should be provided to students.  

Practical learning   

1.After the completion of syllabus there must be a revision. 
2.examples must be given! 
3. Industrial visit should be there for better knowledge!  

      

Overall is great  

1.Use projector in offline classes 
2.Make online classes more interesting and creative 
3.Ensure the communication amongst the students in online classes  

Teachers has to understand students situation and mindset to teach them. 
Understanding students problems.  



Use led projector for more explanation 
Complete the syllabus before a month   

Very good  

No issues  

I'm fully satisfied  

Industrial trips should be done every year for better experience and knowledge   

Audio visual classes should be implemented.  

Improve in projection  
Canteen should be improved  

Gud   

Good  

Good  

Interaction with students is needed  

Good  

Usage of LED should be more 
Examples should be given a lot because of easy understnding 
Practical knowledge about industrial visits.   

Nice  

The teachers are good 
They communicate well with the students 
They help the students  

Teachers should not show partiality,  
Teachers should provide more chances of exploring to students 
They should complete syllabus in time  

Need to give material   

Try to understand student's problem  

No institution to give  

It was good and effective  

Need more practical learning  

Better faculty  

Teachers should able to understand us and encourage us.  

Nothing more  

Using more presentations  

Everything is good adding extra examples while explaining a topic can be more useful  

Should discuss about internships 
Talk to students 
Give assignments  

No suggestions...But, due to online teaching, we are not able to learn our subjects really well, neither 
effectively communicate with teachers.  



Because of online classes we can't understand the subject but regular times we have nice classes   

Understand the students problem sometimes  

Using presentation  

Avoid online classes regularly  
Better regular the colleges from next semester with thorough precautions.  

No.its very good experience teaching  

Internship opportunities could be provided.   

Provide sufficient material  

Excellent   

1. Reading the lessons is not we expect...explaining it in detailed is needed in which some of the faculty 
are lacking that strength. 
2. Teachers have to be friendly...but that have to be at a certain limit...some students are taking that for 
granted and behaving the way they want which is not at all expected in such a prestigious college. 
3. Writing assignments is the way of getting marks easily....but the way they are giving assignments its 
too difficult to write all at once and we aren't getting time to cover the subject.  

Teaching  

College canteen foods can be improved by opting variety of beverages, meals and snacks.   

Super  

Use smart class a lot  

Excellent teaching and very good experience in our collage thanks to ur lovely sisters and teachers  

Excellent  

Some more field trips and industrial trips to carry on  

•Need more staff 
•Need some more time for interaction 
•Need good amount of skills to be included in the subject  

Give more holidays for preparation, the office staff are not informing about any scholarship or 
examination fee  

Use more ICT tools while teaching  

Few subjects need more involvement of teachers.  
Overall the teaching is good.   

Good  

1.teaching process is different from teacher to teacher.... There are some good points in one teacher, 
there are some few points which are not good. Sudha mam is very good at teaching, explaining, 
mentoring. The way she interacts with students is too good.  
2.smart classes should be done 
3.teachers should able to explain classes 
to students properly.   

Individual talks  

Please provide more free courses.  
Internships.  
And arrange special classes to learn employability skills.   



Everything is good  

Also put a competitive exam for students to practices in future.   

More equipment in labs  

Field trips, use of technology, interaction   

Make teaching a two way interaction   

Good  

Effective 
Discipline 
Encourage  

Digital board for every class 
Interact with every student  

More use of practical approach while teaching   

LED usage 
Canteen facilities should increased  

LED USAGE 
CANTEEN FACILITIY SHOULD BE INCREASE  

Lecture should be friendly  

Practical approach should follow by professors  

Usage of more visual aids, and live examples  

Always good at teaching 
Creativity skills 
Gave importance for student suggestions  

Glad to have great faculty .  

Speaking, learning, encourage  

Overall good teaching  

Should provide students with more revision   

Without partiality, Good sense of humor, Understanding the students personal problems.  

More counselling  

Teacher should understand the student while teaching and should care more about the weak students 
rather then the students who keeps onn flattering them.  

Use more projector to teach  

Good 
Affective  

Improve more aids for teaching  

1.Better lab equipment  
2. There is need for good quality fan in the class room and more in number . 
3. Nil  

Proper Material should be provided  

Canteen has to be provided with appropriate facilities. 
Sports is not provided properly.  



Otherwise, I find it all good regarding this college, it helped me in pursuing my graduation smoothly with 
all the provided opportunities.  

1.We need statistics lab 
2.Need more faculty for statistics  

Better providing materials  

All are good  

Everything is good   

Usage of technology  
General knowledge  
Application of subject   

Reducing each class duration to about 40 or 45 minutes will improve the ability to grasp what is taught 
more effectively.  

Good  

Best institution  

Teaching and learning process is good  

No suggestions everything is upto the mark  

1.Regular class Tests should be taken 
2.More of the practical demonstrations for the better understanding  
3.before starting the class their should be revision of the previous class   

Interesting , clear  

Great teaching faculty . Overall a great institute for bachelors and masters  

Encourage students even in other programs   

More internships 
Industrial training 
Placements 
Career counselling for next   

More field visits,   

Everything is good  

Clear about the assignments.  
Proper notes 
Practical learning   

Everything is in good condition  

1. Improve communication skills 
2. Pace is important  
3. Be direct with the subject.   

Provide materials and more industrial trips  

It's good but the office members behavior towards children are quite rude  

good communication skills, effective voice,& friendly faculty   

Everything was going well and good.  

It would easier to understand the classes if we could get some lecture notes on the topics we will be 
taught in class before hand. So we can get better overall picture of the topic beforehand.   



Every teacher teaches in their best way.  

Student-Teacher interaction need to be improved   

Can explain the classes with more examples  

Change the faculty.  

give some free periods so that we can cope with whole day syllabus...and can ask doubts there itself  

Faculty should understand the students problems.  

Everything is good  

no observable changes , overall mode of learning experience is good  

USAGE OF ICT TOOLS AND OTHER TECHNICAL ASPECTS SHOULD BE IMPROVED  

Conduct weekend tests  

Teaching was good  

Teachers ate very helpful and supportive  

Everything is fine with teaching in the Institute  

Good  

College is nice  

No proper journalism faculty, biased political and religious teaching, sub par involvement with students. 
Only teachers I enjoyed having classes with were sudha mam and that's it.   

Everything is fine  

Feeling blessed to study in st Joseph's.  

1.)) ENCOURAGEMENT AND SUPPORT TO THE STUDENTS IN ACADEMICS FROM COLLEGE IS 
NEEDED WHEN THE STUDENT IS ASPIRING FOR HEIGHTS. 
2.)) FLEXIBILITY IN EXAM DATES AND SPACE BETWEEN 2 EXAMS 

3.)) FLEXIBILITY IN THE RULES AND REGULATIONS IS NECESSARY     

3.)) CONDUCT OF EXAMINATION SHOULD BE INDEPENDENT AND FREQUENT IRRESPECTIVE 
OF A YEAR GAP AND WASTAGE OF STUDENT. 
 
STUDENT IS THE BASE OF A COLLAGE AND ALL THE DECISIONS SHOULD BE IN FAVOR OF 
STUDENT....WHICH WILL INCREASE INSTITUTION'S REPUTATION. 
 
THANK You!  

Improving   

1.Use of media lab to the fullest 
2.Stability in epjm faculty 
3. Over all it's excellent  

Friendly, practical equipment availability   

Nice teaching satisfied us  

Everything is good. 
Teachers are always available to solve our doubts.  

Good   



Everything is fine   

Everything is good   

Ntg I have  

Handouts   

Overall good   

Extra curricular activities for students would be helpful   

Everything is Good .Our teachers teach us in best possible ways.  

Technical learning  

More practical learning in all the subjects , then always theory or reading , explaining of the topics in 
syllabus or in textbooks.  
 
Field trips , observational skills and more extra information should be developed for psychology , office 
management etc.. it can be subject wise or career wise of that subject , will be more beneficial and 
useful. 
 
like the experience of internship from the initial time would be much more better and also will get 
awareness in students about there interests and weak areas and strengths etc..{in the subject like 
psychology and office management ..} practical knowledge should be more. 

 

Don't have any.   

Good  

Give more examples  

More explanation, overall every thing is good  

Using multimedia.  
Not forcing students to talk instead let helping them come over their inferiority.  
Proper revision of the syllabus before examination.   

Teachers are great and learning is great. 
Office staff is the problem, they don't inform about important things until its too late. As happened with 
our batch, during the collection of the hall ticket we were informed about pending fees and not 
throughout the two years. So administration in my eyes not good. 
Fans and chairs are necessary to aid in learning and it is lacking.  

Everything is fine  

Good  

Good  

The institution gave a lot of knowledge and experience how to develop in the future.  

No suggestions necessary for MSc. Chemistry   

It's better to conduct offline classes so that students can gain more subject  

Upload the class vedios in the college website  

I Really feel proud to be Josephine because I am enabling myself to develop and to be a creative 
person. 
Each and every person over here are ready to help and provide what the students are expecting and  



the faculty is always ready to help every problem of a student and get them out if that. 
Hope the remaining 2 years I will develop myself more and more and take suggestions from the 
lectures and will be guided by them. 

To take internships   

Individual attention   

1st thing is we need internships, field visits etc. 
2nd is teaching skills are really good no query for this. 
Than Qu  

It would be better if classes are taken regularly. Better if teacher discusses the causes for lost marks.   

Interactive, practical, productive  

I don't have any observation because teaching is so good  

1) Encouraging more activities which enhance confidence 2) introducing more activities to inculcate 
speaking skills 3) Organizing activities which helps to build inter-student relationship as students aren't 
able to interact and know each other due to this pandemic  

Should prepare students for competitive exams  

1.Encourage active and practical learning. 
2. provide meaningful teacher and student interactions. 
3. make course expectations clear and based on learning outcomes.  

Overall everything is good. I don't have any suggestions as of now.  

Inspite of pandemic, the college faculty done a very fantastic job to cover all the syllabus on time, 
conducting examinations and supporting students in every level. A very heart felt thanks to all the 
faculty members.  

None  

1.it should be focus on practicality  

Nothing   

I'm pretty satisfied with everything so I can't find anything to point out   

Practical knowledge  

Nothing everything fine from my side  

Effective work is done  

Need practical knowledge. And little encouragement from teachers  

Management is not so good...  

I just want to tell that mams may be able to know the names of the students  

Teachers need to take us Industrial tours, student internships , Education fields.   

Offline class   

More elaboration of concepts  

Everything is fine and good  

Practical learning must be there..it would be easy for the students to learn more effectively... 
 
Management processes sholud be improve...  



 
Make connections to the real world to the course material 

Conducting activities which are knowledgeable based, asking questions every day at the end of the 
class, discussing topics of the subject which are out of syllabus.  

Good  

It is a very good experience .. I'm totally satisfied with ..  

Regular class tests to be conducted in order to maintain a good weekly knowledge   

All are good  

I don't have any objections with my beloving teachers and departments  

Nothing it's perfect  

As in this pandemic I'm not able conclude whether this the situation every time but surely this is not 
what I'm thinking I think the institute is of beyond my thinking...  

(1) Teaching could be extended to a more practical and real-life approach rather than just being 
syllabus centered. 
(2) Internships, placements, field works and industrial visits can be organized. 
(3) Teaching could be made more interactive and innovative through group discussions and such 
activities in class.  

Though it was online teachers were able to teach and enrich us with their knowledge and the feedback 
was satisfactory.   

1. PDF notes for each subject. 
Overall good 
very good  

Teachers are cooperative in clearing doubts.  

Communicate with students more  

There are very good , always read to help us   

No suggestions the way they are teaching makes us much better  

Slow explanations of topics, proper and detailed notes,   

Communicate with students more  

Whatever teachers teach must be relevant to the syllabus. We want to have a clear and depth 
knowledge of our course. Offline classes are more interactive and more understandable than online 
classes.   

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts, periodic assessments, proper revision  

Good  

Good  

Regular classes , more labs , digital explanations  

Nothing. 
We want offline mode  

We need the right books and materials for the subjects to study well during this course.   

Lectures are very supportive   



Applications of daily life activities 
Conducting awareness programmes 
Taking personal care of each individuals  

Iam satisfied with my college teaching and many .so no further suggestions .Thank you so much.  

I gave my points based on these online and offline classes that were done. A single teacher cannot 
concentrate on every student. But should treat everyone equally, should not only encourage the one 
who is always active. Should motivate others too to participate in class. Should be friendly to 

understand the student level I think. Overall good lecturers.        

No, because the best is done over there  

Try to reach every student nd clarify our doubts  

Treat everyone equally, not only studies extracurricular activities should be included, seminars should 
be included  

I am very glad to join this college. I have learned a lot in this college   

No suggestions, it is really a good learning experience.   

Uses of technology  
Lesson should be interactive  
Provide study material  

More interaction, being sweet   

I improved a lot because of teachers they explained very well  

During online classes I am not able to understand due to dispute either technically Or some other 
issues. My suggestion is to improve online teaching experience  

All teachers are but, sometimes they don't give too much time for learning or preparation.  

Teachers should provide note's of each chapter after completion of that chapter,that's it. 
 
and everything is all right...  

Well  

Nothing to give the feedback to our techers because they are excellent and also their learning skills 

also improved our knowledge .... Jai Hind🇮🇳  

1. Internship  
2. Scholarship   

Internship opportunities , scholar ships   

We can understand the student problems.  

Good  

Must be more conceptual   

Depth in the topic  

Teaching is excellent and not only in the book knowledge they are tell the out side knowledge also and 
they also gave guidence and suggestions for our future.  

Please improve the quality of teaching & learning   

Offline classes   



1. Conduct class tests after finishing the topic 
2.give proper explanation about related topics also 
3.deal with patience  

1. Share screen and material in online classes. 
2. Teaching board while doing the sums. 
3. Study material.   

Improve the teaching skills   

1) provide reasoning and aptitude classes  
2) provide computor class for all the students  
3) provide more placements   

1. Lack of motivation for students and teachers. 2.Lack of practical knowledge for students. 3. Give less 
homework. 4.Give more relevant examples for a specific concept to explain.  

No more for your teaching skills. Excellent teaching   

1.We wish that the faculty will respond much quickly to the students. 
2. Entire problems are not covered only illustrations are only being said. 
3. While preparing for the exams some subjects are not provided with the notes or text books or pdf’s 
or screenshots. 
4. There are a bit few things to mention but if these things get cleared another will be fine.  

1. Teacher's teaching is excellent but try to teach them slowly because some persons may not be faster 
to caught the teacher level accordingly.  

Uniformity and displine is there in the college 
Friendly teachers 
Neat and clean campus  

Learning experiences is good to understand and to present in paper also .  

Good  

Good  

Good   

No need our teaching is very good  

Nothing to say   

Physical teaching would be grate and effective  

GOOD   

To decrease the spead of teaching and giving some more time for understanding the subjects  

Over all teaching was good but not all the times, most probably good  

Good  

It's good to study here.  

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts  

All are good  

Good  

1.Focusing more on knowledge and problem-solving skills than exam point of view.  
2. More digital learning.  

It's fine   



Good  

Good and Excellent  

During online classes, please make sure of good network connections. Otherwise it's very difficult to 
understand the chapters.  

Hope to continue the same  

Faculty and institutions need to interact with students. And need to know about student problems . 
Institution must engage excursions and internships.  

Always Learning something new from this college  

Understand everything and communication  

Nothing to say I'm OK with all my faculty   

We wiil give topic materials to students in college  

Everything is fine  

The teaching should be explained with projectors and extra multimedia process sometimes  

Nothing  

Information or anything we are receiving late if we get information on time, we will not hurry that much   

Too Aware of limitations  

1. The staff must encourage the students in such a way that students will show up their skills and will 
feel enthusiastic to learn more 
2. The teachers must show equal preference to every individual if a ward speaks to ma'am so well 
encouraging her if not discouraging her these type of attitudes should not be maintained treat everyone 
equally so that the students will free and come front to ask their queries and some suggestions 
regarding their subjects  

By doing any activities related to subject the content can understand to us  

Provide some material. 
Encourage every students in extracurricular activities.  

Teaching is very good i have no suggestions to tell. Thank you  

The teacher- student interaction is very low. 
Leisure periods for utilizing the library is not provided. 
The rules and regulations are unnecessarily strict, which makes learning tougher  

Very good  

Good  

More effective to teach and clearly   

Providing good material  

We want to be friendly with teachers but the teachers are not connected with us and very strict teaching 
and fast teaching. There is no time to read also   

I am quite satisfied with the job done from the part of the teachers.  

Ask the teacher for every problem to bring clarity  

It's a good college  

Very good interaction, good quality of teaching with experience   



Give some materials to refer for examination point of view we don't get materials to study before exam 
we get one day before the exam and I want the most to be changed is the timetable where there is no 
gap to prepare for main core subjects.  

Staff wasn't giving proper response to parents.  

Improve all things main partiality  

Well explanation  

Everything is clearly explained. There is nothing to say about teaching, everything is fine.  

Give some for self study  

Everything is good and fair enough  

Everything is perfect the way it is!  

Explanation of topic with more examples 
Should cover all topics  

Teachers are doing well  

Good  

1. Use of ICT tools 
2. Identify our weakness 
3.  

Good  

Excellent  

Good  

We first year student didnt got many facilities of college bcoz of corona ..I cant blame my teachers they 
tried best as they can do in this situation..its our bad luck that corona strikes us at this tym .  
 
No suggestions needed teachers are very good ..  

Teaching well  

Very good teaching   

1.The Institution believes in practical learning more than book learning which improves our level of 
understanding 
2.The teachers are very clear in everything they teach.  
3.Even though online has made it difficult, they do everything to help us  

No suggestions the teaching was perfectly fine  

Showing some videos regarding the topics  

Give some time to students for learning  

How to learning more for the subject 
They were teaches very well 
Thoroughly learning from the new one  

Providing imp questions   

Providing important question,   

Good  

 


